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Foreword: Special Edition on Restorative Justice and Punishment
The discussion around the relationship between restorative justice and punishment is not a new
one. Despite that, there has not yet been a settlement or agreement on the matter. To me, that
serves as proof of the lack of a simple answer, highlighting the complexity of the question,
and the need for an ongoing debate. In the October 2022 edition of the EFRJ newsletter, we
published an article by Christian Gade who argued for an understanding of restorative justice
as a constructive form of punishment. The article was accompanied by a response from Tim
Chapman who focused on the value base of restorative justice as a dialogical process and
criticised Gade’s proposal of restorative processes as processes of punishment in order to enable
a wider spread of restorative justice.

Christian’s and Tim’s newsletter and blog contribu-
tions have sparked the content of this special edition.
The authors have used the arguments presented as
staring points to sharpen, re-think and share their
views on restorative justice and punishment. Exten-
ded versions of their articles were published in the
Dutch-Flemish Tijdschrift voor Herstelrecht [Journal
of Restorative Justice]. We are happy and honoured
that they offered shortened and translated versions
to be published by the EFRJ, so we can make their
insights accessible to a wider audience. It is our aim
to keep the discourse on the relationship between
restorative justice and punishment — and ultimately
— the relation of restorative justice and the criminal
justice system open.

A broad spectrum
We all get an idea of the broad spectrum of possible
perspectives on pursuing a discussion on punishment
and restorative justice while reading the articles. Bas
van Stokkom deals with the concept of punishment in
criminal justice and enlarges the scope by looking at
the meaning that punishment takes in other contexts.
It is mainly the pedagogical contexts of child rais-
ing and education that he utilises to put forward his
idea of a ‘restorative punishment’ that merely instils
discomfort, but does not inflict pain.

In his piece Jacques Claessen introduces alternat-
ive definitions of punishment mainly by abolitionist
thinkers and extensively deals with Gade’s as well as
van Stokkom’s perspectives, rejecting a re-definition

of punishment for as long as there is a punitive as-
pect, a retribution of ‘evil with evil’ in any reaction to
crime. Drawing from philosophers like Kant, Hume
and Schopenhauer, he suggests the fusion of deont-
ological and consequentialist positions in that res-
torative justice is a good in and of itself, but is also
applied because it leads to good results. He sees
special prevention as the only legitimate reason to
apply punishment. The aim here is not to harm the
offender, but to prevent harm in the future.
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The approach that Ivo Aertsen is taking is very
different. He argues that in order to keep restorative
justice processes free from punitive elements, it is
necessary to develop a better understanding of the
institutionalisation of restorative justice. To him, the
best position for restorative justice is an intermediate
one in which a certain degree of autonomy is kept
while at the same time a dialogue at eye level between
restorative and criminal justice is enabled that entails
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a debate about legal norms and life world meanings
of justice, reactions to wrongdoing etc.

Vincent Geeraets’ article revolves around the con-
sequentialist stance that Christian Gade had put for-
ward. The former takes a philosophical point of view
to establish that consequentialist thought doesn’t fit
well with restorative justice. According to him res-
torative justice is primarily a humane response to
crime in that it emphasises respect and is built on the
foundation of decency and reconciliation, and thus
should not mainly be evaluated as a means of crime
control, or in relation to its effects on recidivism as
well as its economic costs.

I feel enriched by reading each of the analyses. Yet,
I haven’t found a definite formula for the relationship
between restorative justice and punishment. To me,
the great achievement of the authors is to visualise
the various possible angles from which to look at the
relation, and to spark more questions.

Three directions
I would like to share with you three directions my
thoughts were heading to after reading them:

1. I was reminded of Nils Christie’s ‘Five dangers
ahead’ in which he warned us not to nar-
rowly assess restorative justice with the criteria
usually applied to criminal justice processes
(Christie, 2009).

2. I had to think of Hannah Arendt. Although she
mainly contemplates the political sphere, her
insights are transferable to the social sphere
and restorative justice. She cautions that in
politics one should never adopt a means-to-an-
end way of thinking, because that would all
too easily lead to the conclusion that all means
are acceptable for as long as they’re effective
in reaching the one good aim. Even if we make
exceptions to what is unacceptable, political
thinking would start with that aim and be dom-
inated by it, which — to her — is a risk in
and of itself. When entrusted with the lives
of other human beings, she writes that it is in-
dispensable to reflect on the values that guide
a certain practice, and to focus on the unique-
ness of each person and situation. The strength
of restorative justice precisely lies in the re-
cognition of individuality and an adjusting of
the process accordingly. Simply adopting a
new concept of punishment that would be in
line with and effective in reaching the aim of

e.g. reduced recidivism entails just that danger
Arendt warns against — to over-emphasise the
aim and to reduce restorative processes to a
general technique that simply has to be applied
(Arendt, 1958, 1970).

3. I reasoned about the power of words. In Ger-
many there has been a shift in language around
punishment in the pedagogical context over
the past 30 years. While the term punishment
(Strafe) is nearly extinct in pedagogical public-
ations, the term consequences (Konsequenz) is
all the more popular. This change in wording
comes with great danger as it disguises the ser-
iousness and risks of such acts and secretly
shifts responsibilities from pedagogical ex-
perts to children and juveniles (Magiera and
Wilder, 2020).

Drawing on this last point, it makes me happy that
in this special edition the authors openly write about
punishment and invite us to reflect on its role in res-
torative justice.

Kim Magiera
Mediator in penal matters
Lecturer, University of Hamburg
Researcher, Ulm University Medical Center
Kim.Magiera@uniklinik-ulm.de
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Restorative punishment: imposing a discomforting obligation to
make amends
Christian Gade aims to promote restorative justice as a different, and potentially more construct-
ive, form of legal punishment. I think that is a commendable goal. Unfortunately, he does not
develop a definition of this constructive punishment. In this contribution I will outline some
contours of a restorative punishment concept, centred around ‘calling to account’ and ‘making
amends.’ In doing so, the punished person has to commit himself to a restorative obligation.

It is actually incomprehensible that legal punish-
ment is described so little in terms of ‘taking respons-
ibility’ and ‘moral learning.’ Often, punishment still
has the classic meanings of ‘intentional infliction
of suffering’ and ‘deterrence.’ These formulae have
been controversial for a long time, partly because they
are linked to notions such as revenge, subordination
and hostility. These concepts are no longer in line
with penal perspectives such as behavioural change
and compensation that have become characteristic of
a democratic society.

The imposition of a bearable burden could encour-
age the offender to pay attention to his misconduct,
thereby initiating a moral learning process.

Many restorative justice thinkers — including
Lode Walgrave (2008) — go to great lengths to
demonstrate that a restorative sanction cannot and
should not be a punishment. I think that’s not con-
vincing because punishment is narrowed down to
‘intentional infliction of suffering.’ As Gade shows,
there are many other definitions of legal punishment
available. I opt for a definition in which punishment
is understood as an ‘intentional discomforting’ in-
tervention that encourages a sense of responsibility.
This intervention should be non-harmful. The im-
position of a bearable burden could encourage the
offender to pay attention to his misconduct, thereby
initiating a moral learning process. I will emphasise
that this restorative intervention does have punitive
aspects. Just like imposing a take home punishment
in the context of school, the imposition of reparation
is an ‘act of power’ that entails restriction of freedom
for the punished person. I will also argue that the
restorative justice movement cannot afford to ignore
humanistic conceptions and intuitions of punishment
that are common at school and at home. There too,
punishment counts as an obligation to learn and make
amends, while the punished person has to deal with
a restriction of freedom.

We need a broader view on the justification of

punishment. Current penal philosophy still has an
‘unhelpful hyper-focus on culpable adults, by states,
often through imprisonment’ (Coverdale and Wringe,
2022). This focus impedes comprehensive accounts
of (potential) constructive punishments such as com-
munity service, suspended sentences, compensation
orders and behavioural orders, which aim to stim-
ulate moral learning. It also impedes reflection on
punishment practices by non-paradigmatic punish-
ing agents such as schools and sport clubs. In my
opinion, a concept of legal punishment that includes
restorative justice principles could be tailored much
more on those types of punishment.

In section 1, I will briefly discuss Gade’s views.
Subsequently, I will criticise Walgrave’s view in
which punishment is equated with the intention to
inflict suffering or harm. It is more fruitful to define
punishment as an ‘intentional discomforting inter-
vention’ (section 2). In section 3, I point out that
when we shift attention to everyday contexts such
as school and upbringing it becomes clearer that the
essence of punishment is located in the imposition of
obligations that encourage moral learning. Finally, I
present a provisional conceptual framework of legal
punishment which is based on restorative justice prin-
ciples, that is, which is in line with the objectives of
taking responsibility and making amends (section
4) and I offer some thoughts on civilising criminal
justice and civilising criminal punishment (section
5).

1 Christian Gade’s vision: some
reflections

The time when criminal courts focused solely
on retaliation and deterrence is far behind us.
Nowadays, punishment practices are implemen-
ted in a versatile manner.

An interesting aspect of Gade’s argument is that
we should seek dialogue with people who work in
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criminal law instead of ‘resisting’ punishment per
se. Within the restorative justice movement criticism
of infliction of suffering often functions as a hostile
construction (an ‘enemy image’) to disqualify ‘the’
criminal law. Gade opposes binary thinking in terms
of ‘we are in favour of making amends’ and ‘they are
in favour of adding harm to harm’ — according to
De Hert and Gutwirth (2011), Walgrave places pun-
ishment in a false light because he is only focused
on the traditional concept of inflicting suffering. In
this context they speak – in line with Gade – about a
‘polarizing scene setting.’ This way of reasoning fails
to recognise that diverse — and often conflicting —
punishment objectives play a role among magistrates,
including constructive objectives such as behavioural
change and restoration (de Keijser, 2000). The time
when criminal courts focused solely on retaliation
and deterrence is far behind us. Nowadays, punish-
ment practices are implemented in a versatile manner.
The Dutch penal system leaves room for tailor-made
interventions, such as imposing anti-aggression train-
ing in the context of behavioural orders. The current
turn in the Netherlands to responsive law and prob-
lem solving underlines that retribution and deterrence
do not have a monopoly. Therefore, the criminal
justice system is not as punitive as many restorative
justice thinkers claim. This does not alter the fact
that the doctrine of intentional infliction of suffering
still plays a remarkable role in orthodox criminal law
theory.

However, restorative justice thinkers and doers
could promote constructive interventions where
possible, for example, to prevent short-term deten-
tion through community service or home detention
. . .

However, Gade’s suggestion that restorative justice
thinkers and doers can be part of the criminal justice
‘system’ goes too far in my opinion. After all, that
system is geared to risk management and efficiently
pushing through cases, which means that the human
factor is quickly compromised. However, restorative
justice thinkers and doers could promote constructive
interventions where possible, for example, to prevent
short-term detention through community service or
home detention; see Claessen (2022b). They can
seek cooperation with professionals in and around
the criminal justice system who advocate humanisa-
tion of punishment, including professionals who are
involved in community and drugs courts, therapeutic
justice, victim support and victim-awareness courses

in the probation service.
Unfortunately, Gade presents himself as a ‘con-

sequentialist’ who believes that punishment pro-
grammes should be judged on the basis of measurable
results. This brings instrumental thinking to the fore,
focused on the impact of interventions, which easily
conflicts with restorative justice communication and
the language of regaining dignity and self-respect.
Moreover, it is questionable whether this thinking
can deal with duties of care, such as helping con-
victed persons who struggle with personal problems.

A strong point in Gade’s argument is that the res-
torative justice movement should not get out of step
when it comes to public ideas about punishment and
penal intuitions. The idea that the general public
would mainly rely on the populist rhetoric of harsh
punishment is not correct. In everyday contexts such
as schools and upbringing citizens embrace reason-
able views on punishment. In the educational world,
the formula ‘intentional infliction of pain’ is no longer
endorsed. Punishment is more and more defined as
an imposed exercise in moral learning; corporal pun-
ishment has lost its appeal (Turner, 2003).

Gade’s merit is that he has opened up the discus-
sion about the definition of punishment. There are
many philosophical views of what punishment should
entail, and ‘intentional infliction of pain’ is just one
of them.

2 Punishment as an intentional
discomforting intervention: some
objections against Lode Walgrave’s
view

Typically, perpetrators experience suffering not as
a contribution to a lesson to be learned, but as an
indication that they have no control over their fate.

One of the leading restorative justice thinkers who
has systematically criticised the concept of punish-
ment is Lode Walgrave. Like Walgrave, I am in fa-
vour of expanding restorative sanctions in the crim-
inal justice system, although I prefer to call these
impositions punishment. I fully agree with him that
intentional infliction of suffering is not at all an ap-
propriate tool in the pursuit of restoration. Indeed,
it is a serious obstruction (Walgrave, 2008, p. 49).
That’s why his criticism of Antony Duff’s view of res-
torative punishment is correct. Duff emphasises that
restorative punishment should be severe and painful.
‘Hard treatment is not just possible, but a necessary,
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method of communicating the censure that offenders
deserve’ (2001, p. 29). According to Duff, this harsh
approach would force the punished person to concen-
trate on the norm violation and he is not allowed to
divert attention from it. However, it is highly ques-
tionable whether suffering and harsh treatment are a
reliable route to communication and moral learning.
Typically, perpetrators experience suffering not as a
contribution to a lesson to be learned, but as an in-
dication that they have no control over their fate. His
attention shifts from the harmfulness of the criminal
act to his own suffering and the hardships that the
punishment entails (van Stokkom, 2005, 2016).

So far I endorse Walgrave’s view. But it is too
easy to equate punishment entirely with intentional
infliction of suffering. Based on that line of thought,
he can argue that painful obligations that are imposed
without the intention to cause suffering — like res-
torative sanctions — are not punishments (Walgrave,
2013, p. 354–355). But it is by no means necessary
to make the classical formula of intentional infliction
of suffering the sole criterion of punishment.

. . . non-harmful obligations may indeed stimu-
late offenders to reconsider their behaviour and
respecting other people’s rights.

I will criticise Walgrave’s view along two lines.
Firstly, we can define punishment as a ‘non-harmful,
albeit still “discomforting,” response to the offender’
(Demetriou, 2012, p. 3). This intentional infliction
of ‘discomforture’ makes punishment easier to de-
fend. Whereas it is impermissible to intentionally
harm another person, imposing discomforting oblig-
ations are not morally worrying per se. Many social
realms comprise intentional discomforting practices
which might be termed morally unproblematic such
as therapy, athletics, religious rituals or the milit-
ary. Moreover, non-harmful obligations may indeed
stimulate offenders to reconsider their behaviour and
respecting other people’s rights. Philosopher Dan
Demetriou (2012) claims that this ‘educative defence’
is the royal road to justify legal punishment. Punish-
ment is ‘educative’ when it aims at improving the
civic competences and responsibilities of the offender
in some way.

Secondly, Walgrave points out that imposing pun-
ishment is an ‘act of power’ (2008, p. 49). At the
same time, he includes sanctions under the restorat-
ive justice umbrella, arguing that, under some condi-
tions, imposed sanctions can serve a reparative goal.
He defines a restorative sanction in terms of ‘hav-

ing to undertake repair-work’ (2008, p. 48), for ex-
ample doing work for the benefit of a victims’ fund, or
community service. Walgrave recognises very well
that these reparative sanctions are coercive. But he
doesn’t point out why these restorative ‘acts of power’
would not comprise punitive aspects. In my view, it
makes good sense to call an official imposed obliga-
tion to undertake repair-work a punishment. After all,
this imposition entails a restriction of freedom. Con-
trary to what Walgrave suggests, the coercive aspects
of restorative sanctioning and restorative punishment
can have the same strength and intensity.

3 Educational punishment
In order positively to distinguish practices of restorat-
ive justice from penal practices of the criminal justice
system, many restorative justice theorists seem to fo-
cus on harmful punishments and the classic doctrine
of returning evil for evil. These theorists, including
Walgrave, seem to ignore the meanings of punish-
ment in everyday contexts, at home and at school. At
school punishment is no longer interpreted in terms
of ‘harsh treatment’ or ‘infliction of harm’ — in edu-
cational sciences, a comparable debate is going on
as in the restorative justice movement about the ques-
tion of whether punishment can be legitimised at all.
But that discussion focuses mainly on the question
of whether children can be held responsible (see, for
example Marshall, 1984 and Hobson, 1986). The
idea has taken hold that the learning process which
the punishment is intended to achieve, should not be
hindered by discipline and aggressive treatment. To
understand the essence of current punishment intu-
itions, it is important to focus on the imposition of
take-home writing punishments. Characteristic of
the teacher’s intervention is the intention to discom-
fort the young person who has misbehaved, in order
to instigate moral learning. This writing punishment
should not be overburdening. Nor should a writ-
ing assignment be an exercise in copying lines. The
purpose should be that students will realise what ap-
propriate behaviour entails. They have to spend their
time thinking about their misconduct and what they
will (hopefully) do next time. They might explain
their behaviour, why that behaviour is inappropriate,
and how to correct it for the future. Ideally, it should
set in motion improvement of civic competences (re-
specting other people’s rights; etc.).

If people take punishment for granted at home, at
school and in sports clubs, it is difficult to explain
that an imposed reparation task or repayment scheme
is not a punishment (and ‘only’ a sanction). People
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might wonder why those obligations would not have
punitive elements (an act of power; restriction of
freedom) and they might think that restorative justice
protagonists are beating around the bush. Presum-
ably, this is an important reason why the abolitionist
mission to convince the public that imposing pun-
ishment is illegitimate will continue to meet great
resistance. That mission goes against everyday in-
tuitions such as the conviction that a young person
who has once again done something unacceptable,
must take on an uncomfortable but non-harmful bur-
den, that he must feel. Restorative justice theorists
cannot afford to simply ignore this kind of intuitions.
This would alienate the movement from basic moral
insights such as the idea that injustice must fail.

4 A definition of legal punishment,
based on restorative justice
principles
In this section I want to incorporate previous thoughts
into a definition of legal punishment. I propose the
following provisional definition:

Punishment is censuring and calling to
account an offender (who has committed
a criminal offence), and is accompanied
by the imposition of an effort obligation
that encourages a sense of responsibility.

This definition consists of three components: (a) cen-
suring and calling to account, (b) the imposed effort
obligation and (c) encouraging a sense of responsib-
ility:

(a) Legal punishment communicates — publicly
— disapproval of the criminal offence and this
censure also contains an appeal to adhere to
legal norms from now on. The punished per-
son is addressed as a fellow citizen.

(b) The punisher imposes an obligation and
thereby restricts the freedom of the person
found guilty. That intervention is the punitive
aspect of the punishment. However, the im-
posed burden must be a bearable by-product
of a good worth pursuing, namely behavioural
change and/or offering satisfaction to the vic-
tim. The intention of the punisher is therefore
limited to ‘infliction of discomfort.’

(c) The imposed obligation consists of a trajectory
that encourages the development of a sense
of responsibility. This trajectory aims to help

the punished person to understand what he has
done and encourages him to provide an ap-
propriate response. The justice department is
responsible for facilitating this; it must ensure
that the punished person can take his respons-
ibilities and make amends. This requires moral
involvement of the punisher; he has duties of
care.

The imposed obligation should be bearable and the
elements of restriction and coercion (complying
with agreements and monitoring thereof) must be
limited in such a way that they cannot thwart the
fulfilment of the imposed tasks.

It is important that the means of punishment and
the way in which the punished person is addressed
are in line with promoting a sense of responsibil-
ity. The imposed obligation should be bearable and
the elements of restriction and coercion (complying
with agreements and monitoring thereof) must be
limited in such a way that they cannot thwart the
fulfilment of the imposed tasks. In this way the
punished person can commit himself to the punish-
ment. The focus should be on delivering and ful-
filling something, what the (potential) victim and
society are entitled to (including the offender’s be-
havioural change). Ideally, this involves a mean-
ingful punishment trajectory — if possible consen-
sually determined — that is tailored to achieving
(self)restoration.

This definition raises many questions. I discuss
some of them.

1. Firstly, the question is whether magistrates can
distance themselves from a formal attitude to-
wards convicted persons. After all, restorative
punishment presupposes a committed attitude
in which the punishing authority takes its du-
ties of care seriously and takes into account the
social circumstances of the punished person.

2. Another question is related to the assumption
that the offender will improve his behaviour if
he is offered a suitable programme. But does
the convicted person always want to cooper-
ate? It will be clear that accounting seasoned
repeat offenders to their responsibility usually
hits a hard wall. This suggests that in many
cases the punisher has little choice but to re-
sort to coercion and deterrence, although the
execution of punishment must always provide
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opportunities for communication, repentance
and self-reform.

3. A third question is whether imprisonment
would fit within the definition set out above. If
detainees are placed in a standard regime with
few freedoms and facilities, it is very difficult
to stimulate a sense of responsibility. In that
regime, punishment mainly has a repressive
function. The question is whether a prison sen-
tence can be called a punishment at all if we
assume that legal punishment should not be in-
herently damaging and should not deprive the
convicted person of civic responsibility. We
could rather call imprisonment a repressive
penal measure, where deterrence must mainly
do the work.

4. A related question concerns the fine, which
has little to offer from a moral-educational per-
spective. The learning process that fining initi-
ates is often limited to reducing the chance of
being caught. Often the fine is hardly felt as a
burden; third parties can also take care of the
payment.

This means that the punished person must be ad-
dressed respectfully, in such a way that he realises
what he did to the victim.

The foregoing makes it clear that legal punishment
is contained in a complex system with diverse, often
conflicting objectives. It shows that developing a
constructive overarching definition of legal punish-
ment is extremely difficult. Perhaps imprisonment
and the pecuniary penalty require separate legal defin-
itions. Nevertheless, we could — reasoning from the
principle of subsidiarity — give priority to a legal
definition based on restorative justice goals. This
means that the punished person must be addressed
respectfully, in such a way that he realises what he
did to the victim. He must earn his way back through
restorative efforts. This punishment concept seems
to fit better with current humanistic intuitions of what
punishment should be, apart from state responses to
serious and subversive crime.

5 Conclusion: civilising criminal
punishment
One of the key questions raised by Christian Gade
remains of great importance: how can we bring res-
torative justice from the margins to the mainstream

of criminal justice? As pointed out, I believe that
developing a constructive punishment concept can
give the legitimacy of restorative justice practices a
significant boost. I also believe that this could reduce
punitive ambitions of magistrates.

Lode Walgrave — and related thinkers — con-
siders punishment an unnecessary and obsolete
concept and deems ‘restorative punishment’ a con-
tradictory formula. He identifies punishment solely
with ‘intentional infliction of suffering.’ Simultan-
eously, Walgrave (2013; 2022) argues for a criminal
justice system in which restorative justice proced-
ures and sanctions have a greater role. He believes
that further civilisation of the criminal justice sys-
tem is possible, despite the continuing trend towards
harsher sentences. Viewed in the long term, the use
of violence and coercion could be further reduced.

After giving the state a monopoly on
violence, and after making the use of
violence more rational and more moder-
ate, the next step is to reduce as much as
possible the use of violence itself in the
response to offending (Walgrave, 2022,
p. 633).

In my view, we should supplement the mission to
civilise the criminal justice system that Walgrave
passionately advocates, with the ambition to develop
humane punishment concepts and practices. Chris-
tian Gade points out the following in this regard:

By insisting that restorative justice is
radically different from punishment, res-
torative justice advocates may — con-
trary to their intentions − play into the
hands of those who want to preserve the
status quo rather than developing future
criminal justice systems in the direction
of restorative justice (Gade, 2022b, p.
37).

Bas van Stokkom
Criminologist and Research Fellow
Faculty of Law
Radboud University, Nijmegen
bas.vanstokkom@ru.nl
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Beyond the boxes, to the heart:
‘Thou shalt not harm another’

What’s in a name? That which we call a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet.

William Shakespeare

1. Introduction

Are punishment and restoration necessar-
ily mutually exclusive or can they overlap
and therefore be in line with each other?
This discussion was introduced by Christian
Gade and Tim Chapman and then continued

through responses to it by Vincent Geeraets,
Ivo Aertsen and Bas van Stokkom, among
others (Tijdschrift voor Herstelrecht). In a
sense, the reflections form a continuation
of the discussion started by Antony Duff
and Lode Walgrave over 20 years ago (see,
among others, Walgrave, 2001; Duff, 2002).
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In it, Duff takes the position that restora-
tion is an alternative, albeit (potentially) bet-
ter, more constructive or meaningful form
of punishment (punishment and restoration
overlap), while Walgrave defends the posi-
tion that restoration is an alternative to pun-
ishment (punishment and reparation are mu-
tually exclusive). These two opposing pos-
itions are now held by Gade and Chapman
respectively.

This discussion will probably never reach a jointly
supported final agreement — and that is a good thing.
In a truly enlightened debate, including on criminal
law, there is room for abrasive and conflicting vis-
ions, for only in this way can theory and practice
continue to evolve. Realising a point omega would
remove all dynamism and only lead to rigidity in
the sense of dogmatism and totalitarianism. Follow-
ing the relational view of law as formulated by the
legal scholars Foqué and ’t Hart (1990), concepts
of law should remain open, including the concepts
of punishment and restoration. Each author sheds
his or her light on the issue and thus contributes to
the debate. I myself have expressed my views on
the concept of punishment and restoration several
times in the past (see Claessen, 2010, 2012, 2020,
2023). In this contribution, I mainly want to raise
a number of issues in response to the contributions
of the aforementioned authors. This will show that
my own view remains unchanged for the time being.
However, I am aware that I too do not hold the truth
or have the final say. It should be noted that I respond
to the original Dutch contributions; when I respond
to an English translation that differs in content from
the Dutch contribution, I will explicitly note this.

2. The concepts of punishment and
restoration
First of all, it struck me on reading the contributions
that not only Gade but also Van Stokkom gives the
impression that (mainly) restorative justice thinkers
conceive of punishment at its core as the inten-
tional infliction of suffering and place it diametric-
ally opposed to restoration — as if it were a different
paradigm. In this regard, Gade refers to Howard Zehr,
Van Stokkom to Walgrave. Gade speaks of a ‘carica-
ture’ in this context (Gade, 2023, p. 48), while Van
Stokkom finds the narrowing of punishment to the
intentional infliction of suffering ‘contrived,’ as he
argues, following Gade, that there are ‘many other

definitions of punishment’ to be given (van Stokkom,
2023, p. 77). I will come back to the question of
whether this definition of punishment is indeed a ca-
ricature and artificial, but first I would like to point
out that the definition ‘punishment is the intentional
infliction of suffering’:

(a) has been established long before the explicit
emergence of restorative justice, and

(b) is endorsed by most criminal justice thinkers
to this day.

Without wanting to open a whole bookcase here
as ‘proof’ of both propositions (see Claessen, 2010,
chap. 3), I point here to ‘the standard concept of
punishment’ as formulated by the influential British
legal philosopher Herbert Hart. Hart defines punish-
ment on the basis of the following five cumulative
‘elements’:

1. it must involve pain or other consequences nor-
mally considered unpleasant;

2. it must be for an offence against legal rules;

3. it must be of an actual or supposed offender
for his offence;

4. it must be intentionally administered by human
beings other than the offender and

5. it must be imposed and administered by an au-
thority constituted by a legal system against
which the offence is committed (Hart, 1968,
pp. 4–5; see also Claessen, 2010, p. 125).

Elements 1 and 4 together already show the
‘intentional-suffering’ nature of punishment.

Gade and Van Stokkom are right when they argue
that other definitions of punishment are possible, but
as far as I know, these alternative definitions often
come from restorative justice thinkers, starting with
Herman Bianchi. In his Ethiek van het Straffen (Eth-
ics of Punishing), Bianchi speaks of punishment as
‘unwillingness to give in to crime, unwillingness to
give way to the tendencies towards causing harm in
this world,’ now that straf (punishment) etymolo-
gically means nothing other than stijf (rigid) in the
sense of ‘non-retreat, intransigence and steadiness’
(Bianchi, 1964, p. 17). In his later work, however,
Bianchi turns against punishment because, also in his
view, it has acquired the negative connotation of the
intentional infliction of suffering. Instead of striving
for a different, restorative content of the concept of
punishment, he too, in his fight for restorative justice,
chose to contrast punishment and restoration, since
punishment in the sense of the intentional infliction
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of suffering is something essentially different from
restoration in the sense of Wiedergutmachung (Bian-
chi, 2010, p. 21). According to Louk Hulsman, that
other great Dutch restorative justice pioneer, ‘real’
punishment presupposes not only personal respons-
ibility but also agreement between parties (Hulsman,
1986, pp. 76–77). However, Hulsman too ultimately
argues for the abolition of punishment, since it in-
volves nothing more than

activities of a series of state organisa-
tions . . . aimed at inflicting suffering,
without the consent of those directly in-
volved (Hulsman, 1986, p. 76).

In other words, criminal law is neither really about
taking responsibility nor about consultation between
parties to give substance to how responsibility can
be taken — and so we would better say goodbye to
it.

In his essay De straf: een oergevoel in de wijs-
vinger (Punishment: a primal feeling in the index
finger), Dutch criminologist Peter Hoefnagels states:

. . . let us start from the primal feeling
that there is something in us that makes
us want to slam someone for certain be-
haviour, get rid of them, isolate them,
lock them up, hurt them, kill them. . . .
As a criminologist, I can now say and
sincerely believe that you and I should
not do that . . . because it is counterpro-
ductive for society, the other person and
ourselves — and I can usually prove it
— but I do not believe that you and I
have a fraction less need for punishment
as a result. . . . Punishment is deeply
ingrained in people (Hoefnagels, 1974,
pp. 39–41).

Although to my knowledge not every human being,
after being wronged, always has, let alone continues
to have, a need for punishment, Hoefnagels does aptly
describe what that need for punishment is, when it
arises, namely: to want to give the offender literally
or figuratively ‘a thrashing.’ The original basis of
(the need for) punishment is therefore — via (the urge
for) retribution — (the lust for) revenge (see, among
others: Knigge, 1988, pp. 8, 13–15; ’t Hart, 1997, p.
115; Claessen, 2010, pp. 134–138; Kelk and de Jong,
2023, pp. 1, 9–10). Hoefnagels — and this seems
to be overlooked by many legal scholars when they
cite this essay in order to legitimise punishment —
points out that ‘our primal feeling index finger’ is out
of balance, because:

It was only after the development of
the state and its power that a retribution
arose that is not aimed at restoration, but
at doing back for the sake of doing back
itself. Retribution used to mean: to com-
pensate, to make amends, to give wages
for. And [the] Van Dale [dictionary] still
calls it that. But the word retribution
has . . . developed for the worse. Our
living language here reveals no progress
compared to Old Testament times. . . .
Since power centralised, since the organ-
isation of the reaction to deviant beha-
viour, through the state, we no longer let
people make up for what they did wrong.
No, the ruler took over. And how. The
ruler does not heal. He retaliates (Hoe-
fnagels, 1974, pp. 56–58).

It is as if I am hearing Bianchi speak.
Is criminal law practice ready for a concept of pun-

ishment in which the intentional infliction of suffer-
ing plays no role, or at least no longer predominates?
Hoefnagels was not optimistic about this:

In academia, people have been hammer-
ing on the anvil of the humanisation of
punishment for over a century. . . . But it
does not help. . . . Most judges and pub-
lic prosecutors know remarkably little
about the results of criminological re-
search. Besides, what does it help? You
can talk about purposeful punishment,
but if you are a vanuiter, that is, if you
react from . . . your primal feeling, even
if you use efficiency terms, you still re-
main a vanuiter (Hoefnagels, 1974, pp.
40–41).

Has so much changed in the past half century that
criminal law practice is now ready for the introduc-
tion of a more humane concept of punishment? Van
Stokkom believes so, now that

(t)he time when criminal judges focused
only on retribution and deterrence is
(far) behind us’ [and] . . . criminal
judges and public prosecutors adopt a
problem-oriented approach

and, partly for that reason,
place great importance on the question
of what can be achieved with a variety
of punishments (van Stokkom 2023, pp.
78, 80; see also Van Stokkom’s English
contribution, paragraph 1).
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Certainly, in the meantime, community service has
been added to the arsenal of punishments as a pos-
sible alternative to (short-term) imprisonment, all
kinds of special conditions that are (partly) aimed
at resocialisation and restoration can be attached to
(partly) suspended sentences, and treatment is pos-
sible in the context of several criminal measures.
However, at its core and as a rule, criminal law (read:
penal law) is still about punishment in the sense of
‘giving the offender a thrashing.’ Van Stokkom’s pic-
ture is far too optimistic for me, while his comparison
with educational punishment in the home and school
context that focuses on ‘taking responsibility,’ ‘mak-
ing amends’ and ‘moral learning’ is not convincing
in my opinion: that context is significantly differ-
ent from the criminal law context, especially among
adult offenders (Van Stokkom’s English contribu-
tion, paragraph 3). Just take a look at the sentencing
guidelines and sentencing orientation points of the
Public Prosecution Office or the criminal courts re-
spectively. For each offence listed therein, there is a
certain ‘starting rate’ that can hardly be considered
a good starting point for customisation. After all,
that starting rate constitutes nothing more than the
expression of retribution and deterrence (Claessen,
2022a, p. 116). Of course, in a concrete case, ‘pluses
and minuses’ can be applied based on the person
of the defendant and the circumstances of the case,
but that margin does not appear to be particularly
large in practice. The large group of offenders sen-
tenced to short-term detention in the Netherlands —
on the basis of the aforementioned guidelines and
orientation points — is illustrative of the fact that a
truly meaningful response to crime is often lacking
(Claessen et al., 2023). Once more I quote Hoefna-
gels, now that his words have once again lost none
of their topicality:

Imprisonment is . . . for a wider group,
[while] the general trend of scientific re-
search is: . . . damages and fines are far
preferable to imprisonment (Hoefnagels,
1974, pp. 40–41, 43).

We now know that the same is true of community
service. Yet, among adult offenders, imprisonment
is still the most commonly imposed punishment in
the Netherlands. So, there is more customisation
(possible) than fifty years ago, but that customisa-
tion is too often and too much in the periphery, now
that retribution and deterrence still dominate. Also,
I doubt that the number of vanuiters among public
prosecutors and criminal judges is smaller than be-
fore. I would like to believe otherwise, but practice

is largely sobering.
In short, punishment can mean something other

than the intentional infliction of suffering, but for a
long time punishment has stood for the intentional
infliction of suffering, and that definition is used by
most criminal and restorative justice thinkers (see
also Aertsen, 2023, p. 67). Nevertheless, Gade and
Van Stokkom argue for a different concept of pun-
ishment. Since I cannot fathom Gade’s concept of
punishment properly, I focus in the following on Van
Stokkom’s more concrete proposal. In his original
Dutch contribution, he advocates ‘a more construct-
ive conceptualisation’ and then defines punishment
as:

an imposed obligation that contrib-
utes to achieving restoration or self-
restoration (behavioural change). The
restoration efforts that the offender
has to make are considered a con-
scious infringement of his freedoms
(van Stokkom, 2023, p. 77).

I can go a long way with the content of this proposed
response to crime, but I do have two fundamental
objections.

1. The obligation to restore of which the first
sentence speaks constitutes a restorative sanc-
tion that fits entirely within a maximalist or
consequential restorative justice; in my view,
this restorative sanction is not a punishment
(Claessen, 2012, 2020, 2022b). What is pun-
itive about the order to repair what one has
broken? Then any obligation to pay damages
in tort law should also be considered punitive
— which is rightly not the case. Therefore, it
seems that the punitive nature is exclusively
enclosed in the second sentence, which brings
me to my second objection.

2. In my view, the infringement of the offender’s
freedom by his fulfilment of the obligation to
restore should not be deliberate; at most, it is
an almost inevitable side effect. Why should
such an infringement take place in the sense of
‘ought to’ (sollen) instead of ‘must’ (müssen)?
In short: in Van Stokkom’s case, the infringe-
ment of the offender’s freedoms takes place
deliberately, this is the punitive element and
for that reason, there is a punishment.

He refers to Mireille Hildebrandt’s concept of pun-
ishment. According to her, punishment is:
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1. a deliberate infringement of interests in the
sense of rights and freedoms;

2. of a legal norm violator;

3. inflicted by the institutionalised central ruler,
being a government;

4. following a legal norm violation;

5. aimed at (re)establishing the authority of the vi-
olated legal norm (Hildebrandt, 2002, p. 114).

Although Hildebrandt does not explicitly refer to pain
or suffering, it is difficult to maintain that a deliberate
violation of the offender’s rights and freedoms has
nothing to do with it. In the words of Dutch legal
scholar Wim Jonkers:

. . . the most general content of punish-
ment . . . can be described as an object-
ive harm that is normally also subject-
ively experienced as suffering (Jonkers,
1999, pp. 163–164).

Similarly, Dutch legal scholar Willem Pompe states:

Suffering is not to be understood here as
the grief (subjectively) that the offender
experiences about the violation of his
freedom, etc. He will feel sorrow, but
in principle it comes down to the dam-
age to his goods (objectively), such as
freedom, etc. One could express this ob-
jective character of the punishment with
the word “evil” (Pompe, 1959, p. 8).

At first glance, Hildebrandt’s definition of punish-
ment sounds more civilised, but its content still in-
volves the deliberate harming of the offender, the
retribution of evil with evil (Claessen, 2010, pp. 125–
127). This is also the case in Van Stokkom’s ‘con-
structive conceptualisation.’ He apparently considers
the punitive element — like Duff — necessary in re-
sponse to crime. It is precisely by adding this punitive
element that the response to crime becomes a punish-
ment. However, this punitive element is not necessary
at all. On the contrary, it is morally reprehensible and
should therefore be avoided as much as possible —
by focusing on restoring the damage by the offender
towards the victim and the community. And then, in
my view, there is no punishment, but restoration. In
addition, the infringement of the freedoms and the
suffering that compliance with the obligation to re-
store entails for the offender as a side effect, as well as

the obligation to restore itself, must be proportionate
and, above all, reasonable and fair.

Furthermore, in my view, there are ‘contradictions’
in Van Stokkom’s ‘restorative concept of punish-
ment’:

The punisher imposes obligations and
in doing so, he intentionally infringes
on the freedoms of the person who is
found guilty. That intervention is the
punitive aspect of punishment. In real-
ity — regardless of the punisher’s in-
tention — the burden imposed will be
perceived as something unpleasant. The
punisher should ensure that that burden
is a bearable by-product of a desirable
good, namely, providing restoration to
the victim (van Stokkom, 2023, p. 81).

On the one hand, there is — linked to the pun-
isher’s intention — the infringement of the offender’s
freedoms as an objective (‘the objective evil’), and on
the other hand — separate from the punisher’s inten-
tion — there is the burden of ‘something unpleasant’
(read: pain and suffering) as a by-product or side
effect (‘the subjective evil’). However, these are nor-
mally two sides of the same coin, making the distinc-
tion artificial. But more importantly, this restorative
punishment definition is about restoration (‘satisfac-
tion’) towards the victim (and the community?) via
deliberately harming the offender. Although Van
Stokkom argues, following Pompe and Duff, for a
‘meaningful punishment trajectory’ aimed at ‘devel-
oping a sense of responsibility’ and ‘guilt redemp-
tion’ as well as, following Walgrave and myself, for
making ‘restorative efforts . . . to compensate vic-
tims and society’ (van Stokkom, 2023, p. 82), this
does not really come into its own, as attention to ‘the
constructive part’ is distracted by the focus on ‘the
destructive part,’ namely: the deliberate infringement
of the offender’s freedoms. Retribution of evil with
evil cannot be reconciled with retribution of evil with
good, no matter how subtle the attempt. It is the pre-
servation of the punitive aspect that makes me unable
to follow Van Stokkom’s concept of punishment.

In his English contribution, Van Stokkom seems to
take a slightly different course with regard to his ‘res-
torative punishment concept’; there seems to be ad-
vancing insight. He now makes a plea for punishment
as ‘a discomforting obligation to make amends’ and
‘an intentional discomforting intervention that encour-
ages a sense of responsibility.’ The focus now seems
to be on ‘taking responsibility,’ ‘making amends’ and
‘moral learning,’ while the intervention should be
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‘non-harmful’ and ‘non-afflictive.’ According to Van
Stokkom, it is possible ‘to define punishment as a
‘non-harmful,’ albeit still ‘discomforting,’ response
to the offender.’ The ‘discomfort’ consists on the
one hand of the confrontation of the offender with
the harmful consequences of his or her act for the
victim and society and on the other hand of the execu-
tion of the repair tasks and/or self-reform tasks. The
intention of the punisher is limited to ‘infliction of
discomfort.’ At the same time, however, the interven-
tion does have ‘punitive aspects’ consisting of the fact
that the punisher imposes ‘an obligation and thereby
restricts the freedom of the person found guilty.’ In
short: Van Stokkom is now concerned with the im-
position of an intervention that primarily concerns
‘taking responsibility,’ ‘making amends’ and ‘moral
learning,’ while this intervention is non-harmful and
non-afflictive but still (intentional!) discomforting
and punitive. In Van Stokkom’s view, this restorative
punishment concept is the ideal punishment concept.
Although I can better follow Van Stokkom’s ideas in
his English contribution, I am still not convinced.

1. My first question: why should this intervention
be called punishment? For me, this interven-
tion is a restorative sanction.

2. My second question: what exactly is the differ-
ence between ‘harmful,’ ‘afflictive’ and ‘dis-
comforting’ — and how are these concepts
related to ‘suffering’? For me, these concepts
largely overlap and I don’t like ‘word games.’

3. My third and final question: why should it
be ‘an intentional discomforting intervention’?
Why isn’t discomfort (or suffering) simply seen
as an almost inevitable side effect of a restor-
ative sanction?

It is interesting that Van Stokkom raises the question
of whether imprisonment and fines meet his ideal
punishment concept. The answer is simple: no, they
don’t. Nevertheless, these are still the most com-
monly imposed punishments in criminal law, espe-
cially among adult offenders, which brings me back
to the question of whether practice is ready for ‘civil-
ising criminal punishment’ in a restorative way. It
does not appear to be so, as I have already explained
in the foregoing.

Unlike Gade and Van Stokkom, I see no point in
redefining punishment as long as it directly or indir-
ectly contains the retribution of evil with evil. And
even if punishment were to be redefined in such a
restorative way that in it the retribution of evil with

good would be the starting point, I see little point
in it, because practice is not ready for it. The risk
that the penal justice system will erode and ‘corrupt’
restorative justice is, in my view, life-threatening. In
Chapman’s words:

I fear . . . that Gade’s advocacy will lead
to the demise of restorative justice. . . .
we’d better offer something else (Chap-
man, 2023, p. 53).

For the time being, it is better to bring criminal justice
and restorative justice together where necessary and
possible and align them, but not merge them. This is
also how Aertsen seems to think, when he acknow-
ledges that ‘some form of cooperation . . . is neces-
sary,’ but at the same time warns against ‘institution-
alisation’ in the sense of ‘co-optation,’ in which ‘the
original restorative justice values are in danger of
being compromised’ (Aertsen, 2023, p. 70). The
implementation of mediation in criminal cases in the
Netherlands provides a good example of cooperation
but not co-optation, or worse: submission. Mediation
in criminal cases and the criminal process remain dis-
tinct processes (different games with their own rules)
but are not entirely separated, as the public prosec-
utor or the criminal judge must take a successful
mediation into account when imposing a sanction.
As yet, the dialectic between punishment (as thesis)
and restoration (as antithesis) has not led to a solid
synthesis, with which practitioners can and want to
work.

Had I become well-nigh convinced otherwise, the
following passage in Gade’s contribution would have
awakened me from my slumber:

It is important for the restorative justice
movement to recognise that there is a
widespread call to punish crimes. . . .
We must be careful not to become a club
that is out of step with views of the gen-
eral public (Gade, 2023, p. 49).

This quote reminds me of what a colleague recently
said to me somewhat tantalised: ‘If you think re-
tribution is outrageous, then I can tell you that it is
completely legitimate.’ By retribution, this colleague
quite clear meant the intentional infliction of suffer-
ing. And that is exactly what ‘the general public’
means by it, scholars, practitioners and politicians
included. I think it is an ominous sign that the vast
majority of criminal law scholars seem to be either
not open to or no longer interested in the question of
whether punishment in the sense of the intentional
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infliction of suffering for the purpose of retribution
is morally permissible. Nevertheless, history is full
of prominent thinkers who rejected retribution for
good ethical reasons, from Plato to Martha Nuss-
baum. Punishment, in their view, is permissible only
for prevention, as a ‘necessary-evil’ measure. The
intentional infliction of suffering is then neither a
deserved evil nor an end-goal but a means to realise
special and/or general prevention. Even though a lot
can be haggled over in terms of prevention thinking
(after all, if the effects are measurable at all, punish-
ment often turns out not to be as effective as thought),
special prevention thinking is also, in my view, the
only right reason to punish, provided that the goal:

a. cannot be realised in other, less drastic ways,

b. is proportionate to the means and

c. is actually achieved.

Strict application of these conditions automatic-
ally leads to punishment as a last resort, which leaves
ample room for something else: restorative justice
(Claessen, 2023).

3. Consequentialism and deontology
Gade adopts an consequentialist perspective: in his
view, restorative justice deserves support only insofar
as it (potentially) achieves better results in terms of
victim satisfaction, recidivism reduction and cost sav-
ings. See here already the erosion and ‘corruption’
that lurk when restorative justice is incorporated into
the straitjacket of the criminal justice system. This
was rightly criticised in other contributions (Chap-
man, 2023, p. 52; Aertsen, 2023, p. 72). The author
who most comprehensively denounces Gade’s con-
sequentialist perspective is Geeraets. Although he
recognises that prominent restorative justice thinkers
such as Braithwaite and Walgrave employ a con-
sequentialist argumentation in which the repair of
damage is the goal, it occurs to him that restorative
justice thinkers are primarily concerned with ‘deal-
ing decently with crime, treating both offenders and
victims with respect’(Geeraets, 2023, p. 61). In his
conclusion, he writes:

The mission of restorative justice is to
provide a civilised response to crime,
where all parties can count on respect.
. . . what restorative justice thinkers
really care about is: offering a humane
response to crime that allows for recon-
ciliation’ (Geeraets, 2023, p. 65).

When I read these words, the question arises for me:
do most criminal justice thinkers not aim for a decent,
civilised and humane response to crime? Without
further elaboration of these terms, restorative justice
hardly distinguishes itself from other responses to
crime.

Moreover, I consider Geeraets’ separation between
justice on the one hand and decent, civilised and hu-
mane responses to crime on the other to be artificial
and unjustified (Claessen, 2022a, p. 113). According
to Geeraets, restorative justice is primarily character-
ised neither by a consequentialist argumentation, in
which it is about the good or bad consequences of
behaviour, nor by a deontological argumentation, in
which behaviour in itself is good or bad. But isn’t
it just the other way around: isn’t restorative justice
instead characterised by both consequentialist and
deontological argumentation? In other words, isn’t
restorative justice both instrumental and principled?
I myself follow Walgrave when he posits the restora-
tion of harm as the primary objective of restorative
justice. Restoration of harm is the intended outcome
that is best achieved through restorative procedures,
including mediation and conferencing. In my view,
these restorative procedures are not only the ideal
means to achieve the restorative goal, but are also
themselves expressions of restorative justice (sic!).
In addition, restorative justice thinkers like Walgrave
and I reject the intentional harming of the offender
and the deliberate adding of suffering to the offender
as immoral. Unlike German philosopher Immanuel
Kant who derives the duty to retribution from his cat-
egorical imperative, I derive the categorical rejection
of retribution from the Golden Rule: ‘Treat others
as you would like to be treated yourself’ (Claessen,
2022b, p. 16). I align myself with Scottish philo-
sopher David Hume according to whom morality is
not rooted in ‘rational argument, . . . but in sympathy’
(Baggini, 2018, p. 83). German philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer takes the same view; where Hume
speaks of sympathy, he speaks of Mitleid (compas-
sion). Schopenhauer links this feeling to what he
calls ‘the better consciousness,’ a spiritual conscious-
ness from one experiences interconnectedness in-
stead of separateness. From this he then derives his
own categorical imperative:

Harm no one, on the contrary, help
everyone, as much as you can (Schopen-
hauer, 2010, p. 120, 138; Claessen,
2011).

I completely follow my favourite philosopher on this
point. As far as the moral rejection of retribution is
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concerned, I can also do very well with the Socratic-
Platonic method of question and answer to arrive at
moral knowledge. In his work on the state, Plato has
Socrates enter into a conversation with Polemarchos
on the question of what constitutes good behaviour.
After an extensive ‘Q&A-session,’ Plato has Socrates
conclude as follows:

We therefore conclude that a person does
not behave well if, as a result of his be-
haviour, another person suffers badly,
even if that other person is an enemy.
. . . So if someone says that good beha-
viour means treating one’s fellow human
beings according to what they deserve,
and if for him this then means that a
man ought to treat his enemies badly, he
thereby shows a lack of insight, for we
observe that it can never be good to treat
anyone badly’ (Plato, 2005, p. 22).

Both ‘routes’ — Hume-Schopenhauer’s and Socrates-
Plato’s — lead to the moral rejection of retribution
and fit well with what British philosopher Julian Bag-
gini writes:

Our moral beliefs are closely linked to
how we perceive the world, and skewed
perception can lead to skewed moral-
ity. Wrong beliefs lead to bad ethics.
. . . Our moral judgements have weight
only if they are consistent with the facts
about both human nature and the world’
(Baggini, 2018, pp. 85, 87).

Another word on a consequentialist argumentation
in the context of restorative justice: in the forego-
ing, I wrote that, in my view, special prevention is
the only right reason to punish, provided a number
of conditions are met and that strict application of
those conditions automatically leads to punishment
as a last resort, which leaves ample room for some-
thing else: restorative justice. Because, what does
restorative justice show? Grosso modo, it appears to
lead to better results in the prevention of new crime
than criminal law (Sherman and Strang, 2007; Shap-
land et al., 2008; Strang et al., 2013; Sherman et al.,
2015). This applies not only to conferencing but also
to mediation (van Dijk, 2024). While for myself the
principled-deontological argument is paramount —
we apply restorative justice because it is good in itself
— I cannot ignore the instrumental-consequentialist
argument: we apply restorative justice because it
leads to good results — also in terms of reducing

reoffending rates. For me, these are two sides of the
same coin: one recognises the tree by its fruits.

Finally, reconciliation. According to Geeraets, re-
conciliation constitutes — alongside decency — the
driving force behind restorative justice. Although
at first glance reconciliation is also in line with a
consequentialist argument, Geeraets notes that

most restorative justice thinkers con-
sider the conversation between offender
and victim to be valuable in itself, irre-
spective of outcomes

and that the conversation
has an intrinsic meaning even if the goal
of reconciliation is not achieved (Geer-
aets, 2023, p. 64).

As mentioned, there are restorative justice thinkers
who do link restorative procedures to the realisation
of the restoration of harm. Harm includes relational
harm in addition to material, immaterial and moral
harm. The restorative justice thinker who puts re-
conciliation at the centre of his work is Bianchi. Ac-
cording to him, everything must culminate in justice.
When asked what result justice should lead to, he
replies:

As the good fruit of justice we consider
the reconciliation between people (Bi-
anchi, 1964, p. 37).

Even if reconciliation cannot be posited as a goal,
since it cannot be enforced, it does appear to be ‘best’
achieved within the context of restorative procedures.

All in all: while restorative justice is indeed justice-
oriented, it fits neither entirely into a consequentialist
ethics nor entirely into a deontological ethics. It has
features of both, without being limited to either form
of ethics.

4. Closing remarks
Restoration can be classified under the concept of
punishment; it can also be associated with consequen-
tialist as well as deontological thinking. Everything
depends on definitions that indicate the core and
boundaries of ‘the boxes.’ In this contribution, I have
shown that, in my view, restoration is not the same
as punishment, as long as in the latter concept, dir-
ectly or indirectly, retribution in the sense of battling
evil with evil has a place, concretely: the intention of
harming the offender. In my view, equating punish-
ment with retribution in the sense of the intentional
infliction of suffering — whether in disguised form
or not — is anything but a caricature or contrived
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given current theory and practice. Therefore, I reject
punishment for the time being and see restoration as
something substantially different and better. Further-
more, I have shown that restorative justice (sic!) is
partly consistent with both consequentialist and de-
ontological thinking, and that it primarily does have
to do with justice, not just decency. In my view, a
criminal law (not a penal law) based on restorative
justice can also be called humane, because it puts
human beings at the centre and aims at restoring and
preserving them through the retribution of evil with
good. Incidentally, this form of retribution can be
harsh if necessary; consider the intentional infliction
of suffering for special prevention as a last resort.
The aim here is not to harm the offender but to pre-
vent new harm — including to the offender himself.
Returning good for evil involves an awareness and
attitude that invariably aims to repair and prevent
harm. Beyond all the boxes lies the heart that should
be at stake: ‘Thou shalt not harm another,’ because:
‘Treat others as you would like to be treated yourself.’
Whatever a response to injustice that underlies this
core is called . . . the rose will be recognised by its
scent.

Jacques Claessen
Endowed Professor of Restorative Justice
Associate Professor of Criminal Law
Maastricht University
jacques.claessen@maastrichtuniversity.nl
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What place for punishment? Some reflections on the strategic
position of restorative justice
In this short article, I would like to join the discussion on the concept and role of punishment in
restorative justice, as initiated by Christian Gade (2022a) and Tim Chapman (2022). Framing
the debate within the context of the ‘institutionalisation’ of restorative justice will allow me to
clarify the relationship between restorative justice and criminal justice and at the same time
to put forward a personal opinion about the role of punishment and the strategic position of
restorative justice, building on earlier developed insights (see, amongst other, Aertsen, 2004,
2006, 2022).

. . . how can restorative justice keep its own values
and principles within an institutional environment
that is strongly dominated by punitive and security
rationalities?

The discussion on the institutionalisation of res-
torative justice is not new. In a book, published as a
result of an international seminar held in Leuven in
2004, a group of social scientists presented their ob-
servations on the development of restorative justice
in various parts of the world (Aertsen et al., 2006).
A common thread was the following. One the one
hand, a promising perspective was pictured: restor-
ative justice is now grown up, widely available in
several countries and more and more accepted at the
legislative and political level. On the other hand, a
critical concern could be heard: how can restorative
justice keep its own values and principles within an
institutional environment that is strongly dominated
by punitive and security rationalities? This dilemma
is certainly very much recognisable for readers of this
Newsletter, active in the field of restorative justice,
be it as practitioners or researchers. It is also a main
concern in the discussion between Gade and Chap-
man.

Restorative justice initially developed within the
context of criminal law, but was searching from the
very beginning for an adequate position towards crim-
inal justice and other normative systems in society.
The discussion on the fundamentals, the legitima-
tion, the function and possible side-effects of crim-
inal sanctioning has been present all the time. In
this article, the concept of ‘punishment’ refers to the
deliberate, intentional and legally regulated pain in-
fliction that comes on top of the function of societal
disapproval or censure (the latter can include painful
or burdensome elements, but does not necessarily
imply the intention of pain infliction). This restricted
approach does not ignore the many other goals and

functions the phenomenon of punishment and the
existence of penal institutions can adopt in society.

. . . it has been accepted that restorative justice has
its own finality, where values such as participation,
dialogue and redress are paramount.

The debate on a possible penal content of restorat-
ive justice processes mainly came to the fore in the
late 1990s, when several countries witnessed a break-
through of restorative justice programmes after a
period of stagnation or hesitant developments. Legis-
lation had helped to make a difference in many coun-
tries, often with the support of ‘soft law’ from the
Council of Europe with its Recommendation R(99)19
on mediation in penal matters (1999) and the 2000
and 2002 ECOSOC Resolutions on restorative justice
from the United Nations. Although the EU Frame-
work Decision of 2001 on the standing of victims in
criminal proceedings and the EU Victims Directive
2012/29/EU (2012) have contributed in a more coer-
cive way to the implementation of restorative justice
in Europe, it were mainly the above mentioned forms
of non-coercive regulation (such as also the Council
of Europe Recommendation CM/Rec(2018)8 con-
cerning restorative justice in criminal matters) that
have been most influential in determining the scope
and principles of restorative justice. These principles
do also include the necessarily ‘autonomous’ charac-
ter of restorative justice vis-à-vis the criminal justice
system. In other words, space is offered officially to
develop restorative justice in an independent way: it
has been accepted that restorative justice has its own
finality, where values such as participation, dialogue
and redress are paramount. Hence, although restor-
ative justice processes in many countries are closely
aligned to formal criminal justice procedures, inter-
national regulations insist on their autonomy. At the
same time, the same regulations do stress the need
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of cooperation, be it from an autonomous position.
In short, although restorative justice and criminal
justice processes can influence each other, interna-
tional regulations do not adopt, formally or officially,
a (classic or other) concept of punishment.

But still, these supranational regulations do not
present restorative justice as a right for victims and
offenders, and EU member states have not formally
been obliged to implement restorative justice. The
lack of mandatory implementation is maybe no prob-
lem at all: looking back at the young history of res-
torative justice in Europe and its determining factors,
it is good to keep in mind the finding that successful
countries where restorative justice has been broadly
implemented, all started from a bottom-up approach
with small-scale pilot projects beginning at the local
level, followed by gradual implementation in other
places, and then finally institutionalised by national
legislation (Dünkel et al., 2015a).

This is all to say that restorative justice, also in
European countries, has known an important develop-
ment, resulting in formal legislation in nearly all EU
member states. The latter has not prevented import-
ant differences from appearing between European
countries, and legislation — as one form of ‘institu-
tionalisation’ — can be conceived in very different
ways in terms of scope and conditions for restorat-
ive justice to be applied. Also within countries con-
siderable differences occur. One example of this is
Belgium — with similar developments later on in
The Netherlands — where on the one hand, within
the framework of the criminal justice procedure and
based on the French example, in 1994 the model of
‘penal mediation’ was created and top-down imple-
mented by way of a diversionary approach for less
serious offences, and, on the other hand, the model
of ‘restorative mediation’ was developed gradually
and bottom-up along the criminal justice process to
address offences of various nature and degrees of
seriousness before resulting in formal legislation in
2005. Moreover, in various countries important dis-
crepancies are shown between restorative justice in
the law and restorative justice in practice. There are
even countries where restorative justice has found
a legal basis without effectuating any practice. A
general insight is now — internationally speaking —
that the potential of restorative justice is ‘underused’
considerably, even in countries that have a more or
less generalised practice such as Belgium. The chal-
lenge is to know how many cases should be dealt with
by restorative justice in a country on an annual basis,
taking into account the volume of (registered and
non-registered) crime and the number of cases that

according to the law could be referred to restorative
justice programmes.

Notwithstanding the presence of strong research
evidence . . . , we are thus confronted with some-
what ambivalent developments in practice and
policy.

Notwithstanding the presence of strong research
evidence showing the positive effects of victim-
offender mediation, conferencing and other restor-
ative justice processes in various ways, we are thus
confronted with somewhat ambivalent developments
in practice and policy. This should encourage us to
reflect and to be clear on what we can or should ex-
pect, and what should be avoided in implementation
processes. It goes back to our core ideas of restor-
ative justice, and how we want to build it. In this
context the process of ‘institutionalisation’ should be
looked at more into detail: to find out whether and
how certain ideas of restorative justice and restorat-
ive values can be secured and promoted, and what
place ‘punishment’ can take.

Different understandings of
‘institutionalisation’
In its sociological meaning, institutionalisation refers
to a process of how certain behavioural patterns, be-
cause of their recurrent occurrence, become an inde-
pendent entity or ‘institution’ in society. This could
happen with, for example, mediation, if it operates
as a steadily growing practice that can count on a
collective application, continuity and structure. The
new institution then becomes an autonomous regu-
latory body on itself and by its mere existence it will
exercise a form of primary social control. We all feel
the relevance and attractiveness of this perspective, at
least ideally: restorative justice can be developed in
such a way that it becomes its own institution, guided
by its original values and principles.

Our understandings of punishment, sanctioning
and social control will be shaped by the (institu-
tional) environment where they operate.

But, there is also another meaning of ‘institution-
alisation,’ which refers to an understanding that wor-
ries us much more. This is when mediation or other
restorative justice practices are not developing into
an autonomous institution, but become part of, and
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dependent of, another, existing institution. The ex-
isting structure — in our case — can be for example
a police service, the public prosecutor’s office, the
probation service, a juvenile justice agency or a vic-
tim assistance service. Restorative justice will be
implemented within their structures, which are con-
trolling essential components of the new programme,
such as funding, case referrals and staff. In such
an institutional and ‘embedded’ context it is almost
unavoidable that organisational culture, task percep-
tions, priorities and importantly considered skills in
the ‘host institution’ will heavily influence or determ-
ine the self-image of restorative justice practitioners
and their working principles and processes, including
the selection and referral of cases suitable for restor-
ative justice. Such influences may appear even in
a more pronounced way when (less clearly defined)
‘restorative practices’ are being implemented in so-
cial settings outside criminal justice, such as schools
where specific disciplinary practices prevail. Our un-
derstandings of punishment, sanctioning and social
control will be shaped by the (institutional) environ-
ment where they operate.

In most of our countries we have examples of this
type of institutionalisation. In a certain way such
developments are not necessarily negative, as they
can help to re-orient ‘the system’ from inside. It be-
comes more problematic however when, for example,
the mediation style in a programme run by the po-
lice is only focusing on quick financial settlements
to be reached under (time) pressure, or when social
workers in a juvenile justice agency are struggling
with the challenge to give equal attention to the vic-
tim. Restricting restorative justice practices just to
these formats — even when they contain restorative
elements — may then become missed opportunities.

It is here where the (negative) connotation of ‘co-
option’ of restorative justice programmes by existing
structures appears: restorative justice processes will
unavoidably develop into a direction where they ul-
timately serve the objectives, priorities and values
of the host institution and where original restorat-
ive justice values may risk to become dominated.
The more we accept within restorative justice prac-
tices the presence of punitive elements — as Gade is
doing — the higher the chance that these practices
will be situated, accepted and implemented within
institutional contexts with a predominating punitive
orientation, or where at least a classic concept of
punishment — in the sense of deliberate pain inflic-
tion — will not be questioned. The existence, for
offenders, of a psychological need or acceptance to
be punished does not alter our concern that systems

are being reinforced in a punitive sense where this is
not needed, or where they become disproportional,
or even harmful, for both the offender and society.

In short, theoretically speaking it can go two ways:
the phenomenon of ‘institutionalisation’ can be con-
sidered as ‘a dynamic process with a constructive
social meaning and innovative potential,’ or it can be
seen ‘from a restrictive and dependent perspective
when new practices are developing under the roof of
existing judicial or social structures’ (Aertsen, 2006),
considerations which I draw on below. Or is a third
way possible?

How to cope with the dilemma?

Official regulations . . . do not always facilitate and
allow for extension of the field of application; they
can also tend to restrict the field, for example by
defining the legal criteria of suitability of cases.

The dilemma as sketched above is real and recog-
nisable for many working in the field of restorative
justice. Restorative justice practitioners find them-
selves oscillating between two tendencies. On the one
hand, we are happy that finally after all these years
public and policy acceptance has been obtained, that
a legal basis has been established, that funding has
been secured, training programmes put into place
and restorative justice programmes made available
all over the country (to various degrees, depending
on the country). On the other hand, we feel limited
by actual situations of dependence on judicial frame-
works, structures and referrals, where the potential of
restorative justice is not realised in terms of real im-
pact on society. Official regulations — important as
they are — do not always facilitate and allow for ex-
tension of the field of application; they can also tend
to restrict the field, for example by defining the legal
criteria of suitability of cases. These criteria mostly
relate to characteristics of the offender or the offence,
not the needs of the victim. Regulation on funding
prohibits restorative justice services to expand their
scope beyond the field of criminal procedures and
to develop innovative or experimental practices. In
Belgium, for example, mediation is well established
in both the fields of juvenile and adult criminal law,
but the restorative justice services, which are mainly
NGOs accredited and subsidised by the government,
are not allowed to pick up cases for which no criminal
or juvenile justice procedure is initiated. The space
to experiment with new restorative justice models
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or to apply restorative justice to prescribed or non-
conventional types of crime is often restricted. This
all implies that the majority of victims and offenders
in society are excluded from the offer of restorative
justice and that restorative justice services will be
inclined to adopt and replicate the selectivity, defini-
tions and conceptual frames of criminal justice. In
this sense, we are indeed far from the ideal of giving
citizens an equal right of access to restorative justice.

Much more than a question of unwillingness or
lack of cooperation, the challenge has to do with insti-
tutional inertia and incapacity. Restorative justice ser-
vices can adopt various positions on the continuum
from system based to community oriented organisa-
tions. Whatever the institutional position of a res-
torative justice programme is, ongoing efforts will
remain necessary in building cooperation in various
directions in a balanced way, with criminal justice
actors and with a range of other sectors in society.

. . . how much autonomy is needed for restorative
justice programmes? And when does a lack of
autonomy become a real problem?

In this debate, the key question seems to be: how
much autonomy is needed for restorative justice pro-
grammes? And when does a lack of autonomy be-
come a real problem? As long as our criminal justice
systems are not fundamentally focusing on problem
solving and restoration of individual harm and social
injustices, innovative approaches such as restorative
justice must be protected in their authenticity. How
to ensure this autonomy? How to do so in a complex
field, while keeping a sphere of mutual respect and
without burning bridges? Conditions at two levels
must be met: conceptually and organisationally.

Conceptual clarity
As we all know, restorative justice can be given differ-
ent objectives, depending on the position of the user:
an educational tool towards the offender, support to
the victim, reducing re-offending, cost-effectiveness
or streamlining the caseload of the judicial system, . . .
Besides these rather ‘instrumental’ or ‘utilitarian’ ap-
proaches, restorative justice can also be considered
just as an offer or a service making dialogue pos-
sible in difficult situations. Participation is then not
considered as a part or a condition in a judicial pro-
cedure, a measure or a favour, but as an intrinsic
goal or a societal value on its own. Participation in
a restorative justice process then becomes a good

for its own sake or for its emancipatory potential for
citizens in democratic societies. This is how mor-
ality and moral growth can be practised by citizens,
not by a unilateral rule-conforming approach, but by
the unique experience of talking to ‘the other’ where
affective, cognitive and performative elements (feel-
ing, thinking and doing) are coming together and
are reinforcing each other (Schweigert, 1999). The
safe environment that is necessary for such encoun-
ters cannot be found within criminal justice proced-
ures and structures, but can be offered by restorative
justice practices such as mediation and conferencing.
Here, the idea is to leave the shadow of predominat-
ing practices focusing on instrumental objectives as
defined by the system itself, such as effectiveness or
satisfaction with outcomes.

This diversity of perspectives is not new. They
were already discussed in studies on ‘the mediation
movement’ in the US 30 years ago: how some ap-
proached these new practices from

• a ‘satisfaction story’ (problem solving, cost
effectiveness, . . . ),

• a ‘social justice story’ (community building),

• a ‘transformation story’ (‘empowerment’ and
‘recognition’ at individual and community
level) and finally

• an ‘oppression story’ (confirmation and
strengthening of structural injustices) (Bush
and Folger, 1994).

For a similar analysis applied to restorative justice,
see Johnstone and Van Ness (2007).

To assign punitive elements to restorative justice
practices . . . will limit the potential for offering
an autonomous, neutral space free of power influ-
ences.

In this way, the approach presented here differs
from the consequentialist concept of Gade and aligns
more with Chapman. To attribute a punitive character
to restorative justice interventions does not remedi-
ate fundamentally the well-known ‘problems with
current forms of punishment,’ as Gade argues, but
does reconfirm these problems by not challenging the
concept of punishment, in particular the self-evident
idea that punishment implies the experience of pain.
To assign punitive elements to restorative justice prac-
tices sucks these interventions into the predominating
— retributive or utilitarian — rationality of penal law
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and will limit the potential for offering an autonom-
ous, neutral space free of power influences.

It goes without saying that our option (to offer a
qualitative space for encounter) represents an deal-
typical picture. It is more a perspective that we should
keep in mind. In order to realise the implementation
of such a perspective as broadly and effectively as
possible, we will have to take care of some institu-
tional or organisational conditions.

Organisation matters
Initially based on Belgian experiences, I have argued
for an ‘intermediate’ position of restorative justice
programmes (Aertsen, 2006). Observations of res-
torative justice developments in other countries have
strengthened me in this belief. What do we mean,
more precisely, by an ‘intermediate’ position of res-
torative justice programmes? And how can this be
realised in practice? Theory can help us again to find
the right way in practice.

Referring to the theory of ‘legal pluralism’ as de-
veloped in the sociology of law from the 1970s on-
wards, an understanding grew that many mutually
influencing ‘systems of norms’ exist in society, with
formalised law being only one of many. While a
legal centralism approach considers justice only as a
product of the state, legal pluralism looks at law to
be more pluralistic than monolithic, both private and
public in character, and considers the ordering role of
the official legal system more secondary than primary.
Regulation in society often takes place in between
the private and the public sphere, in so-called ‘semi-
autonomous social fields,’ which are structured along
a variety of mutually penetrating networks (family,
work, neighbourhood, leisure, religion, politics, so-
cial media, justice, . . . ). Such semi-autonomous so-
cial fields are areas of social life that generate rules
and systems internally, but that also undergo influ-
ences from the surrounding institutional and societal
world (that’s why they are semi-autonomous).

Now, the idea is to consider restorative justice as a
‘semi-autonomous social field,’ as it is situated at the
intersection of justice mechanisms that appear at the
private and community level on the one hand, and
the public level on the other. To make this interplay
possible and fruitful, restorative justice — where dif-
ferent rationalities must be able to meet on an equal
footing — must adopt a neutral, intermediate and
‘empty’ position, not adhering to one dominating
interpretation of the case at stake.

Translated to practice, it becomes clear that this
intermediate position has to be pursued at two levels.

At the local level, such a position can be built on the
basis of equal cooperation between all institutional
stakeholders. This local ‘partnership for restorative
justice’ consists of traditional actors such as the po-
lice, public prosecutors and judges, lawyers, victim
support, probation and prison, but also involves com-
munity oriented actors that are usually not operat-
ing within or with criminal justice, including social,
cultural and sport organisations, educational and re-
search institutions, and private and public employers.
These local partnerships must adopt a structure of
mutual commitment that offers safety and guaran-
tees for institutional non-domination, and that allows
for the development of restorative justice practices
through a common learning process. Initiatives on
‘restorative cities’ can offer network structures in this
sense.

. . . the independent, intermediate position of res-
torative justice programmes should be integrated
and confirmed by law.

At the central level, the independent, intermediate
position of restorative justice programmes should be
integrated and confirmed by law. The law should pro-
tect core principles of restorative justice processes,
such as confidentiality, voluntariness and neutrality,
but also principles at the organisational level, in order
to ensure sufficient independence and autonomy.

Conclusion
‘To be inside or outside the criminal justice system’
is a too restrictive question. ‘Institutionalisation’ of
restorative justice should not result in a process of
co-option or subordination under an existing institu-
tion. At the same time, institutionalisation cannot
be considered as a completely autonomous process
outside the criminal justice system and other insti-
tutions. I have argued for a semi-autonomous and
intermediate position, where different rationalities
can meet, both from a formal justice and an informal
justice perspective. In this way, restorative justice
can provide a ‘type of normative dialogue between
the citizen and the law’ (Mazzucato, 2017) — an
idea also developed by Braithwaite and others (see
for example Braithwaite and Parker (1999)).

In this way, restorative justice enters into a dia-
logue with the criminal justice system, as argued
by Gade, but it does not become part of the system.
A real dialogue is not possible from a subordinate
position; it requires an independent and equivalent
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position, in such a way that fundamental contradic-
tion with the system becomes possible and is even
encouraged. Restorative justice practices, such as
mediation and conferencing, offer an adequate forum
to confront the legal norm with the normative views
and life world of citizens and their communities. In
such an environment, the notion of punishment can
be given its own interpretation, which is not neces-
sarily an extension of the idea of intentional pain
infliction.

This position is thus not a plea for broadening the
field of restorative justice into a large and unlimited
range of ‘restorative practices’ in society, as we wit-
ness in various countries. ‘Justice’ considered in
a particular way as discussed above — as a parti-
cipatory process or mechanism, not as a product to
be delivered — remains central, also in restorative
justice processes. I also do not adopt an abolitionist
approach towards the criminal justice system. An ab-
olitionist approach is not possible and not desirable.
So-called alternatives under an abolitionist umbrella
do not challenge existing punitive rationalities of the
criminal justice system; they will not remove or fun-
damentally change this long-standing and persistent
system. What is needed is an autonomous space for
constructive and permanent ‘confrontation,’ a space
where a ‘healthy tension’ between protagonists can
be experienced in an ongoing common learning pro-
cess.

Ivo Aertsen
Emeritus Professor
KU Leuven Institute of Criminology
ivo.aertsen@kuleuven.be
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Decency and reconciliation as a basis for restorative justice, not
consequentialism: a response to Christian Gade’s ‘Restorative
Justice as Punishment’
1. Introduction
In his article ‘Restorative Justice as Punishment’, Christian Gade (2022a) raises several interest-
ing issues about the analysis of restorative justice. The central question is whether restorative
justice should be viewed as diametrically opposed to criminal justice. According to Gade, the
confrontation with a victim can often be painful, and there may be obligations of restoration that
require a great deal from the offender. Gade suggests that it might be more exact to conceptualise
these obligations in terms of a constructive form of punishment. In his view, therefore, the
difference between punishment and restorative justice would be a gradual one. I agree with this
take on the matter, although my reasoning for it may be slightly different. What is important,
in my view, is that there should be no taboo on the use of the term ‘punishment.’ While it is
beneficial if an offender sees restorative mediation as assistance, there should also be room for
those who perceive it as punitive. For a defence of this view see Geeraets (2018, p. 30).

It appears to me that the motivations of restor-
ative justice proponents are not consequentialist
but rather stem from a principled desire to deal
decently with crime, treating both offenders and
victims with respect, and aimed at reconciliation.

In this response, however, I would like to address
another idea that Gade presents in his article. He
argues for restorative justice from a consequentialist
perspective. This is quite common in the restorat-
ive justice literature. Prominent restorative justice
thinkers like John Braithwaite and Lode Walgrave
often emphasise that their arguments are consequen-
tialist in nature. However, it seems to me that this is a
wrong turn, and I believe it is fruitful to explain why.
It appears to me that the motivations of restorative
justice proponents are not consequentialist but rather
stem from a principled desire to deal decently with

crime, treating both offenders and victims with re-
spect, and aimed at reconciliation. In the following,
I will provide an analysis of consequentialism and
explain why restorative justice proponents should not
rely on it.

2. Why consequentialism does not
fit restorative justice
Christian Gade identifies himself as a consequential-
ist in various parts of his article. For example, he
writes:

As the starting point for this contribu-
tion, I would like to say that I consider
myself part of the restorative justice
movement, in the sense that I support
restorative justice from a consequential-
ist perspective. This means that I sup-
port restorative justice only to the extent
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that it has better outcomes than other
mechanisms of crime control (2022a, p.
11).

Variations of this statement are often found in restor-
ative justice literature. Lode Walgrave, for instance,
presents himself as a consequentialist; for example,
he states: ‘Restorative justice is indisputably a con-
sequentialist approach to offending’ (2003, p. 64).
But the originator of this idea is John Braithwaite.
He connects his consequentialist view with the con-
sequences of crime and the transformative power of
restorative justice:

For most restorative justice advocates,
restorative justice is consequentialist
philosophically, methodologically, and
politically. The restorative method is to
discuss consequences of injustices and
to acknowledge them appropriately as a
starting point toward healing the hurts
of injustice and transforming the condi-
tions that allowed injustice to flourish
(2002c, p. 564).

In a book, co-written with Philip Pettit, Braithwaite
connects consequentialism with the philosophical
idea of ‘dominion’ (Braithwaite and Pettit, 1990,
chaps. 3, 5).

But what does the term ‘consequentialism’ actu-
ally mean? In the first place, this term could denote
a particular ambition. The ambition within restorat-
ive justice is to be open to the results of empirical
research. How do restorative justice practices work?
What are the experiences of offenders and victims?
What are the effects, for example, in terms of re-
cidivism? Restorative justice thinkers are typically
interested in these empirical questions. For example,
the Leuven Declaration, drafted by Lode Walgrave
and signed by many key figures in the restorative
justice movement (including Braithwaite), illustrates
this point:

In concert with practitioners, scientific
research on restorative justice has to
provide scientific feedback on the pro-
cesses and outcomes of ongoing exper-
iments and practices, and to make sug-
gestions for new experiments’ (1997, p.
121).

I believe that there can be hardly any objection to
this ambition of openness. Social scientists can play
a significant role in understanding and improving

restorative justice practices by studying how they
actually function.

However, the term ‘consequentialism’ typically
has a more precise meaning in philosophy. It serves
as an umbrella term for a certain mode of reason-
ing. Characteristic of such reasoning is that it is
focused on the consequences of actions. The aim
is to achieve good consequences and to maximise
them. Note that the use of the term consequential-
ism does not imply a specific theory. This might
present a problem for restorative justice proponents.
Hedonism, for instance, is a typical example of a con-
sequentialist theory. Within hedonism, one’s own
happiness is central, and the individual is focused
on creating as many good consequences as possible
for herself. However, I do not think Gade intends to
identify himself as a hedonist.

The most common consequentialist theory is utilit-
arianism. Within this theory, the happiness of every-
one carries equal weight, and the goal is to maximise
overall happiness. This signifies that an agent, in
order to act morally, should always choose the action
that produces the most happiness. However, there are
significant and, in my view, convincing objections
to utilitarianism. On one hand, utilitarianism places
very high demands on a person. Can we expect of
an agent that her actions are always aimed to max-
imising happiness for the greatest number? (Mackie,
1977, pp. 129–130). On the other hand, utilitarian-
ism can also lead to unfair and unjust treatment. For
example, within utilitarianism, it is conceivable that
an individual could be sacrificed if it contributes to
the happiness of others.

If something is inherently wrong, it should never
be pursued, even in the occasional case when it
has good consequences.

In addition to these objections, it is perhaps even
more important to note that restorative justice pro-
ponents generally do not use a consequentialist style
of argumentation. The language of restorative justice
is infused with a more principled way of reasoning.
Lode Walgrave (2008, pp. 53–56), for example, as-
serts that punishment is always wrong because it in-
tentionally inflicts harm. This categorical stance has
no basis in consequentialism but aligns much better
with another major ethical approach, namely deonto-
logy, also called duty-based ethics. Deontology as-
sumes that some things are inherently right or wrong.
If something is inherently wrong, it should never be
pursued, even in the occasional case when it has good
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consequences. There can be no compromise, and this
connects well with Walgrave’s categorical rejection
of intentionally imposing harm on offenders.

3. Decency and reconciliation as a
basis for restorative justice
In a deontological approach, the emphasis typically
lies on considerations of justice. A slogan that is
typical of deontology is the Latin phrase ‘fiat justitia
ruat caelum’, which means that justice must be done
even if the heavens fall (or: the world ends). This
slogan appears in the thinking of the most famous
deontological philosopher, Immanuel Kant. He inter-
prets retribution in terms of ‘ius talionis’ (an eye for
an eye, a tooth for a tooth) and sees it as an absolute
requirement of justice. Notorious in this context is
his island example. If islanders were to decide to
part ways, according to Kant, they may only do so
after they have first executed the last murderer (2009,
p. 157). Kant does not allow for exceptions to the
(harsh) principle of retribution.

It hardly needs to be argued that Walgrave’s prin-
cipled rejection of intentional infliction of harm
clashes with Kant’s principled view on retribution.
This clash indicates a difference in focus in thinking
about the response to crime. Kant emphasises justice.
In his view, retributive punishment is a proper and
just response to crime. It is perhaps questionable
whether this is the correct view — in my view, the
principle of retribution can be no more than a rudi-
mentary principle of justice (Geeraets, 2021) — but
what matters more is that Walgrave—and I believe
many restorative justice proponents—are not primar-
ily focused on justice. I would posit that decency and
reconciliation drive the restorative justice movement.

. . . restorative justice thinkers aim for a humane
response to crime which aims at reconciliation
between the various parties involved.

It appears to me that a viable distinction can be
made between three normative registers: expediency,
justice and decency. Within restorative justice, I be-
lieve that decency is the dominant normative register.
I develop this distinction in Geeraets (2022). It seems
to me that restorative justice thinkers aim for a hu-
mane response to crime which aims at reconciliation
between the various parties involved.

I will consider decency first. A significant indica-
tion that this normative register is important in think-
ing about restorative justice is the idea that only the

crime, not the person, should be condemned. This
idea, central to Braithwaite’s theory of ‘reintegrat-
ive shaming’ (Braithwaite, 1989), is embraced by
many restorative justice thinkers and serves as a fun-
damental principle. Even if in an individual case
there were reasons to believe that condemning the
person might have a positive result (for example, in
terms of reducing recidivism), I suspect that restor-
ative justice proponents would still find such con-
demnation unacceptable. Another indication is that
values such as respect, inclusion and safety (within
the restorative mediation process itself) are almost al-
ways mentioned when restorative justice is discussed.
The basis for these values, in my opinion, lies not
so much in their contribution to an effective and effi-
cient conflict resolution but rather in the conviction
that the response to crime should be civilised and
humane.

. . . most restorative justice thinkers consider the
conversation between the offender and the victim
intrinsically valuable, regardless of the results.

At first glance, it might be thought that reconcili-
ation fits well with a consequentialist orientation.
After all, restorative mediation brings parties together
with the hope that they will relate to each other in a
normal way again, and can move forward together in
the future. Reconciliation is clearly future-oriented.
However, I do not believe that this teleological ori-
entation should be given a consequentialist interpret-
ation. Within consequentialism, the focus is on max-
imising good consequences, with effectiveness and
efficiency at the forefront. For example, an ideal pun-
ishment (from a consequentialist perspective) ensures
maximum safety at the lowest possible cost. But this
is typically not how the discourse around reconcili-
ation operates within restorative justice. It would be
strange, for instance, to claim that restorative justice
is about maximising reconciliation. Additionally, I
believe that most restorative justice thinkers consider
the conversation between the offender and the victim
intrinsically valuable, regardless of the results. The
attempt to find common ground in a conversation has
intrinsic meaning, even if the goal of reconciliation
is not achieved.

It still seems crucial to me to understand how res-
torative justice works, what the experiences of
offenders and victims are and what effects can be
observed.
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Rejecting consequentialism and emphasising de-
cency and reconciliation does not mean that the ambi-
tion empirically to research restorative justice should
be suspended. It still seems crucial to me to under-
stand how restorative justice works, what the experi-
ences of offenders and victims are and what effects
can be observed. Moreover, I think that explicitly
stating the principles of restorative justice can guide
this research and help in interpreting and valuing the
results.

4. Conclusion
In this response, I have argued that consequentialism
does not align well with restorative justice. Instead,
it is more appropriate to look for the foundation of
restorative justice in ideas about decency and recon-
ciliation. The mission of restorative justice is to offer
a civilised response to crime, where all parties can
expect respect. This does not imply that the effects
of restorative justice are irrelevant or that research
into, for example, recidivism should not take place.
However, what I do argue is that, for example, the
principled demand for respect for parties ultimately
stands apart from such consequentialist considera-
tions. I believe that this is where Christian Gade’s
reasoning may have gone astray. In his article, he
places such a strong emphasis on crime control re-
cidivism, and economic costs that he seems to lose
sight of the primary concerns of restorative justice
proponents: offering a humane response to crime
that provides the possibility of reconciliation.

Vincent Geeraets
Philosopher of law
Assistant professor, Department of Legal Theory and
History
VU University, Amsterdam
v.c.geeraets@vu.nl
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News
Call for Hosting EFRJ Events
The EFRJ is seeking hosts for its upcoming events,
including the EFRJ Seminar and Trainers’ Retreat in
2025, and the EFRJ Conference in May/June 2026,
along with other potential gatherings. Interested
parties are encouraged to apply to the EFRJ before 7
April 2024.

Calendar
Celebrating Women in Restorative Justice
Academia 6 March 2024 4–5.30 pm (CET) On-
line The Role of Women in Restorative Justice Aca-
demia Register with the EFRJ.

12th International Conference 29–31 May
2024 Tallinn, Estonia Just times: restorative justice
responses in dark times Further details from the
EFRJ.

EFRJ Member Events
EFRJ members organise many more events at the
local level. If you wish to keep posted, subscribe to
our bi-monthly Newsflash, which includes news on
upcoming events, new publications, policy initiatives,
call for projects and much more. The archive of past
newsflashes is available on the EFRJ website.

Events
Please let us know about upcoming restorative justice
related conferences and events. We are happy to share
this information via the Newsflash.

Not an EFRJ member yet?
Join forces with other restorative justice profession-
als throughout Europe and beyond and sign up via
our website. (If you are a member but have not yet
renewed for 2024, you can use the same link.) The
process only takes five minutes. You can also email
the Secretariat or use the address below.

European Union
Funded by the

As a member you will receive:
• three electronic newsletters a year

• regular electronic news with interesting in-
formation

• reduced conference fees and special book
prices

• the opportunity to publicise your book and/or
advertise your event in the regular EFRJ News-
flash — contact Bálint Juhász

• opportunities to learn from, meet and work
with restorative justice colleagues

• reduced subscription fee to The International
Journal of Restorative Justice

• and much, much more . . .
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